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The encounter between Spanish conquistador
Francisco Pizarro and the Inca lord Atahualpa at
Cajamarca is an iconic moment in European ex‐
planations  of  how  they  came  to  dominate  the
Americas. In his widely read and influential book
Guns, Germs, and Steel, anthropologist Jared Dia‐
mond  attributed  the  Europeans'  success--their
slaughter of Atahualpa's guard and capture of his
person--to  better  weaponry  (steel  swords  and
horses) and writing (which gave the Spanish, as
Tzvetan Todorov suggested many years ago, a su‐
perior ability to interpret "human behavior and
history").[1]  Diamond  argues  that  these  alleged
advantages were accidents of history rather than
genetics. Nevertheless, the basic outline is famil‐
iar. The Spanish were stronger and cleverer. The
Inca  were  more  numerous,  but  unable  to  fight
against their technologically and culturally supe‐
rior foes. Disease also played a role, though in this
case not a decisive one.  The Spanish dominated
the Inca at Cajamarca. 

Gonzalo Lamana revisits this and five other
canonical  episodes  in  the  first  twenty  years  of

Spanish-Inca encounters, with a single aim: to de‐
construct  this  narrative.  For  him,  Cajamarca
marks the beginning of a long transition toward
European political domination in the Andes that
was  difficult,  contested,  and  incomplete.  In  the
tradition of Walter Mignolo's The Darker Side of
the Renaissance (1994), Lamana insists  that  sys‐
tematic  disregard  of  non-European  epistemolo‐
gies not only has produced a one-sided historiog‐
raphy of this crucial period, but also has contrib‐
uted to a self-serving racism toward colonial and
neocolonial subjects as lacking the ability to see
the world through a rational  (be it  Christian or
scientific) lens. 

Six chapters chronologically follow the initial
encounter at Cajamarca in 1532; the kidnapping,
ransom, and execution of Atahualpa in 1533; the
alliance  between  Spanish  and  Inca  factions  op‐
posed to Atahualpa in Cuzco from 1533 to 1536;
the  war  of  Atahualpa's  sucessor,  Manco  Inca,
against the Spanish from 1536 to 1537; the rule of
the  Spanish  ally  Paullu  Inca  in  Cuzco  until  his
death  in  1549;  and  the  "civil  war"  among  the



Spanish in the 1540s. In common with other re‐
cent  reevaulations  of  European conquest  in  the
Americas,  Lamana  wishes  to  destabilize  narra‐
tives  of  Spanish rationality  and superiority  that
have been passed down by generations of schol‐
ars  since  the  sixteenth  century.[2]  He  does  not
deny that the eventual result of early Inca-Span‐
ish encounters was conquest and colonial domi‐
nation, but argues that neither result was appar‐
ent  to  the actors  involved.  Rather,  later  genera‐
tions' understanding of the dynamics of conquest
derives  from  a  retrospective  ordering  by  Euro‐
peans of these disorderly early years, which creat‐
ed a "mystifying tale of impotent Indians facing
all-powerful colonizers ... confirming all-too-famil‐
iar taxonomies" (p. 18). 

Lamana emphasizes the instability of the Eu‐
ropean-Andean encounter,  full  of  mutual  confu‐
sions and "a plurality of partial understandings"
(p. 79). At stake was not only mastering the imme‐
diate situation, but also determining "which para‐
digm of meaning will prevail" (p. 126). In the ear‐
liest encounters of the 1530s, Inca rather than Eu‐
ropean epistemologies  predominated.  The  Span‐
ish, far outnumbered by Inca enemies and allies
in a context that was unfamiliar in the extreme,
resorted  to  mimicking  the  Andeans'  actions
(which  they  only  poorly  understood)  in  an  at‐
tempt to gain some control. The Inca reacted first
with curiosity, then craftiness, and sometimes des‐
peration.  Lamana uses  the wonderful  metaphor
of a "flipping the coin" game to describe this back-
and-forth dynamic, each side assessing and trying
to stay a few steps ahead of the other. The Spanish
launched  attacks  according  to  the  lunar  cycles
they  discerned  were  important  to  their  oppo‐
nents, while Atahualpa's general in Cuzco tricked
the  Spanish  into  desecrating  the  temple  of
Atahualpa's  opponents.  Manco  Inca  knowingly
manipulated  the  Spaniards'  belief  that  the  An‐
deans  regarded  them  as  gods,  and  Paullu  Inca
adopted the Spanish idea of señor natural (natu‐
ral  lordship)  to  carve out  a  legitimate authority
for  himself  in  Cuzco that  was  "outside  the  con‐

querors'  designs"  (pp.  105,  175).  The  Inca,  as  it
turns out, played this game as successfully as the
Spanish. 

The  groundwork  for  what  Lamana  calls  a
"colonial  normal"  was  established  during  these
years of uncertainty. For the Spanish this meant
inserting themselves into Inca patterns of behav‐
ior toward their own ends. When this failed to get
them what they needed or wanted, the Spanish of‐
ten reacted with a violence to which native insti‐
tutions  adjusted,  and  which  gradually  became
part of the established way of doing things. Colo‐
nial-era realities, such as Indians being forced to
carry Spanish goods, thus resulted not from a ra‐
tional ordering from above, but by a ground-level
working out of relationships with only immediate
aims in mind. Lamana calls these attempts at mo‐
mentary control "hegemonic pulsations" (a decid‐
edly more awkward metaphor than the coin-flip‐
ping  game)  (p.  127).  Again  arguing  against  the
stereotype of Europeans acting rationally, he em‐
phasizes emotions that he claims are evident in
the Spaniards' recorded violence: the "chaotic and
frenzied"  nature  of  the  attack  on  Atahualpa  by
Pizarro's men, or their "annoyance" at having to
live and maneuver in an Inca-centric world (pp.
53,  85).  Gradually,  the accumulation of past acts
created  precedents  that  told  each  side  what  it
could expect from the other.  Chapter 4's careful
discussion of the "colonial normal"--the quotidian
ways in which Europeans and Andeans developed
a working relationship with long-lasting if unfore‐
seen consequences--is one of the book's most valu‐
able theoretical contributions. 

Lamana  approaches  history  with  a  literary
scholar's tool kit. He contrasts his approach with
that of "historical realism"--a critique that seems
slightly  out  of  date--and  is  more  interested  in
closely  reading  his  chosen  texts  than  amassing
data. The texts in question are the standard fare
used by scholars to challenge more famous narra‐
tives  of  conquistadors  and  chroniclers:  deposi‐
tions  on behalf  of  individual  conquistadors  and
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noblemen  (both  Spanish  and  Inca)  that  feature
the testimony of lesser-known actors, judicial re‐
views  of  Spanish  bureaucrats,  city  council
records,  and  colonial  indigenous  (what  Lamana
calls  "native-like")  narratives.  Still,  what  might
have "really" happened (i.e., what European nar‐
ratives and epistemologies have suppressed) is a
central  concern  of  the  book,  as  is  change  over
time.  Lamana  sees  an  important  shift  around
1540.  New players  enter  the stage,  complicating
the colonial normal thus far achieved between ac‐
tors  who soon fade from the scene:  the sons of
Huayna Cápac on the one hand, and the Spanish
conquistadors  on  the  other.  Friars,  merchants,
and bureaucrats upset the tense equilibrium, and
a  new  kind  of  Andean  emerges  as  well,  epito‐
mized  in  the  "new  mestizo  consciousness"  of
Paullu Inca. 

Often depicted as a puppet king or collabora‐
tor  of  the  Spanish,  Paullu  Inca  according  to
Lamana was a merciless manipulator who artful‐
ly  negotiated his  power after  1540 by using his
understanding of "Western designs" to his advan‐
tage (p.  190).  (Lamana,  reminding the reader of
connections  between  past  and  present,  usefully
compares this to the double consciousness of W. E.
B. DuBois and the border crossings of Gloria An‐
zaldúa.) A second important shift happens when
the Spanish Crown attempted to impose its own
authority on the colony in the mid-1540s. Lamana
again  emphasizes  how  Andeans,  increasingly
savvy about European ideas and goals, positioned
themselves favorably in this new political atmos‐
phere.  The aftermath of  the war in 1548 marks
the beginning of  the end of  the "long transition
from contact to domination" (p. 25). But Lamana
insists that this is no watershed, but merely a new
phase of complex negotiations. 

The  tension  between  Lamana's  deconstruc‐
tion of  European narratives of  triumphant colo‐
nial order on the one hand and the power of those
narratives to restrict what negotiations can take
place on the other is left unresolved. If "it was un‐

clear who were the producers and who the con‐
sumers" of the colonial normal in 1540s Cuzco, by
the end of Lamana's long transition to domination
he sees Andeans facing an institutionalized order
that  increasingly  characterized  them  as  either
criminal,  stupid,  or both (pp.  189,  229).  Lamana
intimates  that  the  mestizo  children  of  native-
Spanish unions would shape the colonial normal
of  succeeding  generations.  But  what,  then,  hap‐
pened to the non-mestizos? One closes this book
with a sense that by the mid-sixteenth century the
scales had tipped, that European domination over
Andeans  and  Andean  epistemologies  had  been
shakily achieved and was growing stronger, and
that  any  future  Andean  negotiations  would  be
matters  of  de  Certeauian  tactics  of  the  weak
rather than the strategies of those with power. 

Nevertheless, Lamana's careful consideration
of  the  first  twenty years  of  Spanish-Andean en‐
counter reminds us not to take the narratives of
those  with  power  too  literally--and  leaves  open
the possibility  that  for  later  periods,  too,  things
may not have been as they were constructed in
retrospect to seem. To specialists, Lamana's book
will be a useful addition to a growing literature
on what Matthew Restall has called the myths of
the Spanish conquest. While methodologically dis‐
tinct,  Lamana's  approach  particularly  reminded
me of the work of historian Inga Clendinnen on
the conquest of Tenochtitlan (which he cites), and
anthropologist  Helen  Rountree's  Pocahontas,
Powhatan,  Opechancanough:  Three Indian Lives
Changed by Jamestown (2005) on early European-
Powhatan encounters at Jamestown, Virginia.[3] 

As a challenge to still-persistent popular no‐
tions of Andeans and other colonized peoples as
"developing,"  Lamana's book hits  harder.  We all
have a stake in stories that continue to circulate,
which collapse the messiness of the early contact
and conquest period into neat narratives that pre‐
sume rapid, rational European control of the situ‐
ation.  It  is  unfortunate  that  the  specialized lan‐
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guage of this book will likely keep it from reach‐
ing a wider audience. 
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